
Teacher: Andrea Schulte Kent Island High School Department: Visual Arts
Credit:1 Fine Art HONORS COURSE
Email: andrea.schulte@qacps.org My Website:https://md01001006.schoolwires.net/Domain/1587

Schoology Access Code:___________________

Course Description:
This course is a continuation of investigating two-dimensional art processes and explores: drawing, painting,
printmaking, and mixed-media. Students will be challenged to develop a personal style by creating expressive works of
art while exploring a variety of artists, historical/cultural influences, movements and drawing techniques. A process
portfolio and visual journaling will further expand personal aesthetic choices in the development of a body of personal
work. Prerequisite: 2D Studio 2 Honors or teacher recommendation.

Curriculum expectations: Creating, Presenting, Responding, Connecting

Big Idea:
Investigate materials, processes

and ideas focused on Inquiry
and Investigation

Make art and design through
Practice, Experimentation,and

Revision

Present and justify selected
ideas, materials, and processes.
Communication and Reflection

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4 Portfolio Presentation

Transfer
Goal

Artists shape

artistic

investigations,

following or

breaking with

tradition in

pursuit of

creative

art-making

goals.

Artists
experiment with
materials,
concepts, media
and art-making
approaches.

Artists balance
responsibility
with the
freedom of
experimentation
while developing
and creating
artworks.

Artists develop
excellence
through practice
and constructive
critique,
reflecting on,
revising, and
refining work
over time to
strive for
mastery.

People evaluate
art based on
various criteria.

Artwork
presented by
artists
communicate
meaning and
provide a record
of social,
cultural, and
personal
experiences
resulting in the
cultivation of
appreciation and
understanding.

Essential
Questions

What factors

prevent or

encourage

people to take

creative risks?

How do artists
learn from trial
and error in a
safe and healthy
environment?

How do artists

determine goals

for designing

and redesigning

effectively?

What roles does

persistence play

in revising,

refining, and

developing

work?

How does one
determine
criteria to
evaluate a work
of art and what
criteria are
considered when
selecting work
for presentation
in a portfolio/
collection?

How do
collected and
presented
artworks
cultivate
appreciation and
understanding?
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Explanation of Assessments:
Interdisciplinary art projects will be assigned during the 18 week semester, not necessarily in the order listed above.
Quizzes will be administered to assess progress. Visual Journals are a crucial part of developing drawing skill and
preparing compositions. Students will need to demonstrate studio skills, an understanding of art terminology, provide a
final portfolio, and exhibit competitive artwork.
1. Your Visual Journal will hold ALL information papers, warm-ups, creative process documentation, notes, technique

experimentation, and reflections. Aside from larger Mastery artworks, this will be your main source of grades.
2. All assignments deadlines will be communicated verbally, in PowerSchool and posted in Schoology.
3. Mastery Assignments can be revised following the county guidelines.
4. Missing assignments will receive a zero in PowerSchool after the deadline until the student submits the assignment.
5. Make-up assignments must be submitted before the next unit test, or the score remains zero.
6. Late work is accepted according to the High School Grading Policy of QACPS ; no more than 3 days after the

assignment was due with up to a 10% penalty.
7. The student, NOT the teacher, has the responsibility to get make-up work or schedule a make-up demonstration.
8. After school studio help is available upon request

Mastery Assessments - 45% of final grade (announced)
*May include application of skills learned through projects (rubrics), presentations, and integrating technology, tests,
portfolio presentations and reflection.

Progress Assessments - 40% of final grade (may be unannounced)
*May include demonstrating understanding of concepts through participation in class activities, smaller projects, Visual
Journal assignments, quizzes, homework, and critiques.

Final Culminating Assessment-15% of final grade
*Production based assessment in conjunction with a written assessment of content knowledge and application.

Grading Criteria; Criteria will be clearly outlined prior to the start of each project and reviewed daily
1) the understanding the creative processes, project-specific techniques, attainment of the expectation, and
craftsmanship,
2) the use of innovative concepts, ideas and fresh design solutions to studio assignments, and
3) the relevance of  the piece with regard to criteria, composition, and presentation of the work of art.

A     90 – 100 Near perfection. Shows superb craftsmanship, precise understanding of the creative process and materials,
and is innovative in concept and execution.

B     80 - 89     Good work.  Exceeds the basic level of competency in terms of craftsmanship, technique and is nventive.
C     70 - 79     Average work.  Meets the basic course requirements of craftsmanship, and understanding of the specific

creative process. Does not seek clarification or assistance.
D     60 - 69     Inadequate work.  Falls short of basic competency levels in understanding materials and craftsmanship.

Minimal effort. Copy rather than individual interpretation.
E      0 - 59      Poor work.  Fails to show a basic grasp of the assignment’s objective or are very poorly executed.

Student provided materials - Required for the course:
*Quality unlined sketchbook for your visual journal; paper must be able to accept wet and dry media
*Sealable container to store paint (dollar store egg containers or lidded ice cube trays work great)
*Box of Tissues (please)
*Paper towels or blue shop towels (please)
*Canvas, canvas panels, or wood panels, as desired.


